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NEW PEUGEOT TRAVELLER



AN  INVITATIoN
to travel

The  Peugeot Traveller brings 

to market a stylish, economical

and practical  full size MPV 

for family or business motoring

needs.

A strong design,  excellent road

handling, the very latest in

efficient engine technology

and high levels of equipment

combine to bring you a

supreme travel experience. 

The Peugeot Traveller is easy

to live with and adapts to your

specific needs.It’s available in 3

different  lengths, with a

height  of 1.9m high to ensure

entry into car parks. With  8

seats as standard, multiple

seating configurations

are  possible,  from just 2 up  to

all  8 seats, depending on your

needs and  even in the Compact

version.



A STRoNG
design

When you drive the Peugeot Traveller,

it’s easy to be tempted to take a longer

route home or to your destination. 

Its modern and elegant silhouette

contains  a spacious interior packed 

with practicality.   

Welcoming and confident, 

the Peugeot Traveller enjoys  a strong

road presence, boasting  a verticle front

grille and  signature LED* and Xénon**

headlamps. It exudes style and

panache.

*Standard according to  trim chosen. **optional or

standard according to trim chosen. Please refer to

the model specification sheet for details.



Aboard  the Peugeot Traveller, 

life is dedicated to driver 

and passenger comfort. 

The footstep ensures easy

access to the elevated seating

position, which in turn

ensures  excellent driver and

passenger visibility  on the road. 

When seated,  the pure and

modern design of the cabin and

the high quality materials used

are clearly obvious.  The Heads

up instrument panel,  the 7”

touch screen*  and 3D satellite

navigation** with voice control

each lend themselves to a truly

ergonomic cabin and contribute

to the overall ease of driving and

connected  experience. 

The 7” touch screen offers a

Mirror Screen* function, which

mirrors compatible smartphone

applications onto your screen

via  Apple CarPlayTM, MirrorLink®

or Android Auto***. 

jouRNEyS
calm and connected

* Standard according to trim chosen.

** optional or standard according to trim chosen.

*** only MirrorLink® or Apple CarPlayTM certified apps will work when

stationary and when driving, where appropriate. While driving, certain features

of the app concerned may be restricted. Certain types of content, which are

freely accessible on your Smartphone require a paid subscription to a certified

MirrorLink® or Apple CarPlayTM application. The Mirror Screen feature operates

using MirrorLink® technology for Android, Blackberry and Windows phones that

are MirrorLink® compatible, provided they have a phone subscription including

internet access with their mobile operator. New smartphones will be developed

with these systems over time.



EASy ACCESS
on board

With the hands-free sliding side doors*, you

can easily access the new  Peugeot Traveller

cabin, even with your arms full. This feature

unlocks and opens the sliding side doors

when you simply slide your foot under either

side of  the rear bumper of the vehicle. The

door slides open... all you have to do is have

the electronic key on your person.

once aboard, there’s no need even to pull the

door handle to close. Simply press the button

located on the dash and the doors will

automatically open or close. To make life

even easier for the driver, the New

Peugeot  Traveller can also be started hands-

free, with the Peugeot  open &  Go system.*

When parking spaces are too tight to open

the boot, the new Peugeot  Traveller has a

clever opening tailgate rear window.

Accessing shopping centres or city

underground  car parks will never be a

problem, thanks to the 1.9m roof height limit.

*optional or standard according to trim chosen. 

Please refer to the model specification sheet for details.

1,90m



MoRE
modularity
AND MoRE
flexibility

The flexible, new Peugeot

Traveller  is  available  in 3 lengths

- Compact, Standard and Long.

you can also choose a seating

configuration to your exact

needs: the arrangement can take

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 seats - you

decide. Even the Compact

version, at just 4.6m long, can

seat up to 8 people comfortably. 

With big groups in mind, the new

Traveller has been designed to

cater for your passengers’ needs.

Numerous storage compartments

are distributed throughout 

the cabin, providing up 

to 49 litres of space.

The second and third rows

consist of 2/3 - 1/3 split bench

seats. The two sections are

completely independent of each

other and slide on their rails, 

to easily adjust rear space 

or leg room. 

These sliding, removable seats

can be configured  to  allow you

to carry both long loads and

multiple passengers together. 

By folding down the front

passenger seat, the  new Peugeot

Traveller can also carry loads  up

to 3.5m in length.* 

To enjoy a boot volume of up to

1350 litres**, simply fold the third

row of seats.  By removing this

row completely, the volume

increases to 1978 litres**  and up

to 3397 litres** when you remove

the second row.  Putting the seats

back in position is easy.  Simply

return them to their rails and

adjust their position, as you

need. 

*Standard according to trim

chosen. **Volumes depend on

length of vehicle chosen

- Compact,  Standard or Long. 



ENjoy
life in bold
The two glass roofs*, which can be

covered up separately, deliver 

a unique, bright passenger

compartment and an

outstanding, panoramic 

sky view. 

The multi-function roof

integrates pleasant LED mood

lighting*, while the individual reading

lights add to the feeling of comfort

and well-being of each passenger.

To feel even better on board, the

new Peugeot Traveller has individual

vents and air conditioning with soft

diffusion function in the rear*, a

unique feature in the segment. 

Four 12V sockets are located in

the cockpit, as well as a uSB port 

to charge all your mobile devices. 

Designed for pleasure, the new

Peugeot Traveller is available with so many

innovative features:  the rear passenger

safety mirror*, picnic tables* on the  front

seatbacks, second row blinds*, tablet cache*

are each designed to make your trip a more

enjoyable experience. 

*optional or standard according to the trim chosen.



FEEL
freedom
The new Peugeot Traveller is

available with the latest

generation Grip Control®*  which

contributes to  improved

handling  thanks  to its traction

control system. you can choose

between five modes - Snow, off-

Road, sand, ESP standard  or off.

Depending on the driving mode

selected, the system will make

sure you have the optimal grip

and traction for the situation 

you are in.

*optional depending on trim chosen.



PEuGEoT

Peugeot is a leading manufacturer of low emission vehicles and

more than half of its global sales are vehicles emitting less

than  140g  of Co2 per km. This performance is based on proven

technology:  the Diesel Particulate Filter. Launched in 2000 and

equipped as standard on more than 2.1 million vehicles, it reduces

particle emissions by 99.99%. A self-cleaning system, it processes

gases emitted from the combustion of diesel in the engine and

reduces diesel particles to approximately  0.004g/km.

BlueHDi, Euro 6* diesel engines are offered on the New Peugeot

Traveller:  an exclusive new technology that combines a Selective

Catalytic Reduction (SCR) function with the diesel particulate filter

system. This BlueHDi technology drastically reduces Nox (the

combination of mono-nitrogen oxides No and No2) by more than

90%, which optimises Co2 emissions, improves fuel consumption

and almost totally eliminates particle emissions (99.9%).

The Peugeot Traveller has a competitively low cost of ownership,

thanks in particular to its optimised fuel consumption  and

maintenance interval of 40,000km* or 2 years depending 

on the engine.

The 22.4 litre AdBlue tank has a range of 15,000km. Refilling 

with AdBlue is easy thanks to the external filler, positioned 

within the central pillar. 

* 30,000km service interval for the BlueHDi 180bhp EAT6 engine

A new, flexible and efficient platform

The Peugeot Traveller is produced on  Peugeot’s new  EMP2

modular production platform. This production floor  guarantees a

high level of efficiency and allows the vehicle to attain  record fuel

consumption in the segment, thanks to the reduced weight of

components. 

It also delivers a high level of durability and quality, thanks 

to a reinforced structure, with maximum  driving enjoyment 

and optimal comfort for passengers.  Indeed,  the make up of the

new Traveller chassis and suspension has been designed to carry

a maximum of 8 people plus their luggage, in absolute comfort. 

With regards to safety, the Peugeot Traveller obtained 

the maximum 5-star rating in Euro NCAP  safety testing. 

and the environment



TECHNoLoGy
and security

For a safer and more convenient drive, the new Peugeot

Traveller has a large number of latest-generation driving

aids.*

Visopark 1 (Park Assist 180°)*

The reversing camera is automatically activated when 

the driver selects reverse gear. It provides a 180° aerial 

view of the rear zone of the vehicle and its surroundings. 

The rear  view includes guidance lines which turn with 

the steering wheel. When there are obstacles behind 

the vehicle, the system automatically zooms in, 

in addition to providing other views on request.

Speed limit recognition and intelligent speed adaptation*

The multi-function camera* recognises speed limit signs 

and displays the relevant limit on the instrument panel 

or in the head up display. The detected speed limit is

suggested as the value to be used in your cruise control 

or speed limiter, if they are activated. 

Active Safety Brake*

Active Safety Brake*  is a new-generation automatic emergency

braking system, which is activated if a collision is about to take place.

The camera and radar detect moving or stationary obstacles.  If the

brakes are not applied, or if the driver does not brake hard enough,

the system brakes for them. It can prevent the impact if the speed is

below 30kph, or reduce the result of the collision above this speed, 

by reducing the speed of impact.   

Lane Departure Warning System*

An alert detects if solid or broken white road markings are crossed

unintentionally, when the indicator is not activated. The audible and

visual alert is particularly useful if the driver becomes drowsy or loses

concentration.

Blind Spot Monitoring*

Thanks to the 4 sensors located on the front and rear bumpers 

of your vehicle, the blind spot monitoring system lets you know 

if a vehicle is present on your left or right hand side blind spot, 

during your journey. A light appears in the door mirror as a warning.

Head-Up Display*

The Head-up  Display projects the information essential to driving

onto a retractable screen located in the driver’s field of vision:  speed,

cruise control or speed limiter settings, etc. All the information you

need is right in front of your eyes, ensuring a safer driving experience.

Smart Beam Headlights*

Activated at night, the system automatically controls the switch

between main beam and dipped headlamps, and vice versa, when

oncoming vehicles are identified by the camera.

Adaptive Cruise Control*

This system allows you to maintain a safe distance between you 

and the vehicle in front, by changing the speed of your vehicle 

by up to 20kph. It is not an active  braking system. 

This system works particularly well in moving 

and  relatively heavy traffic.  

Airbags 

The Peugeot Traveller  is equipped with airbags as follows:

- 2 front airbags to protect the head and chest of the driver 

and the passenger in the event of a frontal impact

- 2 curtain airbags* to protect passengers in all three rows, 

in the case of a side impact

*optional or standard according to trim chosen. Please refer to the model specification

sheet for full equipment details.



CoLoRS WHEELS &  TRIMS uPHoLSTERy

Black

Flat Colours

Metallic Colours

Dragoon Blue Bianca White

Aluminium Nimbus Grey Rich oak

Pearl Sand

Amber Red

Black  Claudia  full leather trim on Allure level.

Grey and dark blue ocean cloth trim on Active level.

17“ Miami Wheel  Trims

17” Phoenix Alloy Wheels



ACCESSoRIES

1 - Roof box and roof bars

2 - Tablet holder

3 - Smartphone holder

4 - Peugeot door sill protectors

5 - Hitch with ball joint (removable without tool)

6 - Peugeot boot tray

NETWoRK AND  SERVICES
When you choose Peugeot, you have the reassurance of knowing that your vehicle has been designed and built to give you years of worry free motoring. As a Peugeot 

customer, you can also rely on the customer care services of your Dealer. This will ensure that you’re talking to a  specialist who’ll listen to you, understand any questions

about your new vehicle and respond efficiently and succinctly.  They also have the expertise to maintain your Peugeot correctly, using trained technicians, Peugeot Diagnos-

tic equipment and Peugeot original Parts.  

As part of a policy of continuous specification improvement, Peugeot reserves the right to modify specification equipment levels, options available, colours and trims, at any time. 

Please refer to the model specification sheets for standard or optional equipment according to trim. E &  oE April 2017. 

FINANCE  - LET  THE  EXPERTS  HELP

your local Peugeot Dealer offers a range 

of flexible finance plans to make owning 

a new Peugeot easy.

As specialists, they provide choice, 

convenience and flexibility.  From Hire 

Purchase to PCP finance, your local 

Peugeot Dealer will guide  you 

on the perfect choice for you. 

PEuGEoT  ACCESSoRIES

Peugeot Accessories are designed 

specifically for each model, meaning 

no compromise on fit or function. 

In addition, they are tested to a rigorous

standard for complete confidence   

and peace of mind. 

PEuGEoT INTERNET 

Discover the world of Peugeot at

www.peugeot.ie. Whether you’re looking

for details of your next  car or van, locating

your  local Peugeot Dealer, booking 

a service online or searching for 

Accessory information, you will find 

all you need to know on our website. 

our website also has details of 

our environmental    and recycling policies. 

The information contained in this brochure is based on the data and the images available at the time of printing. Some features may not be available in Ireland 

and some photography may feature left hand drive models. Print and photographic processes used in this brochure may alter the depth and tone of the colours shown. 

This brochure is not a contractual document or offer of sale. The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the expressed authorisation of Peugeot. 

This brochure has been issued by Gowan Distributors Limited, Peugeot Importers in Ireland, Gowan House, Naas Road, Dublin 12, Ireland. 

FOR  YOUR  PEACE  OF  MIND

WARRANTy

All new Peugeot passenger cars registered 

in Ireland benefit from a 5 year, 100,000km

warranty, which consists of a 3 year 

manufacturer warranty plus a 2 year 

warranty extension. 

our cars also come with a 12 year 

Anti-Perforation and 3 year Paint Warranty.

For full terms and conditions, please contact

your local Peugeot Dealer. 

PEuGEoT ASSISTANCE

All new Peugeot vehicles registered in Ireland

come with 3 years Peugeot Assistance and

breakdown recovery. Peugeot Assistance 

covers all incidents involving vehicle based

faults and is available 24 hours a day, 

365 days a year. 

Peugeot Assistance includes European cover,

home and roadside assistance, vehicle 

recovery and a courtesy vehicle or 

accommodation if required*. *Terms 

and conditions apply.  

PEuGEoT SERVICE CARE

To keep your Peugeot in peak condition, book

a Peugeot Scheduled Service. our experts 

will carry out a Service tailored specifically 

for your vehicle based on the model, its age

and how many miles you have covered.

Every Peugeot model needs different care 

at different points in its life. The different 

operations are listed in your vehicle’s 

maintenance book.When you bring your 

Peugeot in for Servicing, we will always 

make sure to give it the care and attention

it deserves. 

Please refer to the maintenance handbook 

of your vehicle for full details of service 

intervals specific to your vehicle.Please take

special note of the service care specifics 

pertaining to arduous conditions.

PEuGEoT SERVICE CLuB

join the Peugeot Service Club and get every

fourth service absolutely free! join up at your

participating local Peugeot Dealer. For more

details and full terms and conditions, 

see Peugeot.ie. 

FURTHER  INFORMATION

ABOUT  THIS  BROCHURE
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